Phyllochron and differential growth between plants of French tarragon (Artemisia dracunculus L.) with different source of propagation
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ABSTRACT

French tarragon is included within the brochure of herbs that Colombia is offering to export. Although renewal is recommended every three or four years, in Colombia there are crops more than eight years of age and with low yield because its traditional vegetative propagation is difficult, therefore it is necessary to establish alternative propagation methods to improve its yield. In order to analyze the phyllochron and growth between French tarragon plants with different origin of propagation (micropropagation and traditional propagation), parameters to simulate field behavior from a model was estimated. From cardinal temperatures, a quadratic function of tarragon’s phyllocron, whose rate was higher in plants from micropropagation during establishment, was determined. The general meristematic activity in plants of in vitro treatment shown to be greater than plants of field treatment, as well as leaf area index (LAI), fraction of intercepted light (FL INT), extinction coefficient (K) and radiation use efficiency (RUE), which involved differences in the architecture of plants in both treatments. This is the first study using a deterministic model to analyze the effect of micropropagation in field tarragon’s growth.
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RESUMEN

Estragón está en el portafolio de hierbas aromáticas para exportación que ofrece Colombia. Aunque se recomienda su renuevo cada tres o cuatro años, en Colombia hay cultivos de más de ocho años de edad y con bajo rendimiento, por cuanto su propagación vegetativa tradicional es difícil, por lo tanto es necesario establecer métodos alternativos de propagación para mejorar su rendimiento en campo. Con el objetivo de analizar el filocrono y el crecimiento entre plantas de estragón con diferente origen de propagación (micropropagación y propagación tradicional), se estimaron los parámetros para simular su comportamiento en campo a partir de un modelo. A partir de las temperaturas cardinales, se determinó que el filocrono de estragón obedeció a una función cuadrática cuya tasa fue mayor para las plantas provenientes de micropropagación. Adicionalmente, la actividad meristemática general de las plantas provenientes de micropropagación mostró ser mayor, así como el índice de área foliar (IAF), fracción de luz interceptada (FL INT), coeficiente de extinción (K) y uso eficiente de la radiación (UER), lo que implicó diferencias en la arquitectura de estas plantas. Esta es la primera investigación que utiliza un modelo determinístico para analizar el efecto de la micropropagación en el crecimiento en campo de estragón.

Palabras clave: uso eficiente de la radiación, modelo de crecimiento, índices de crecimiento, temperaturas cardinales.

Introduction

Tarragon is a perennial, creeping, herbaceous plant with alternate leaves of linear shape and light green color (Morales, 2008). Under tropical conditions the plant does not flower, while in its place of origin, Russia and Siberia, it produces flowers but sterile seed (Bareño, 2006). This happens as a consequence of meiotic alterations during microsporogenesis (Rousi, 1968). In Colombia tarragon is cultivated in open grounds from 0-1,800 m a.s.l. and from 1,900-2,800 m a.s.l. under greenhouse conditions (Bareño and Clavijo, 2006).

Tarragon is propagated by rooted cuttings or by rhizome division (Mackay and Kitto, 1988), although it is difficult to achieve rooting. Consequently, in Colombia there are tarragon crops with more than eight years of age, even though renewal is recommended every three or four years (Small and Deutsch, 2001; Bareño and Clavijo, 2006), which reduces its yield. Currently, there is a need of establishing alternate methodologies for tarragon propagation, as part of the strategies to optimize its yield.

Crop modeling has become an important tool both in research and in other areas of production focused on solving...
A model is an abstraction of an existing system, or a system that could become real. Its aim is to explain a system and predict its responses so that it can be managed (Lentz, 1998). Mathematical models in plant physiology can be divided into empirical (descriptive) and causal (mechanistic), the latter based on physiological processes (Garbeya et al., 2006; Prusinkiewicz, 1998; Hunt, 1982). Empirical models represent the data acquired from a convenient and useful to make predictions based on interpolation practices of such data.

Empirical models represent data acquired in a convenient way, and are useful for practical predictions based on data interpolation. In contrast, mechanistic models follow the traditional reductionist model of natural sciences and give explanations and answers that integrate the mechanism and contribute to understand any studied process (Prusinkiewicz, 1998).

This research analyzed the phyllochron and growth between tarragon plants (*Artemisia dracunculus* L.) from different propagation origins through a model.

### Materials and methods

The investigation was carried out in the production greenhouses of the Agronomy School of the Universidad Nacional de Colombia (Bogota), located at 2,556 m a.s.l. with coordinates 4°35'56.57”N. Relative humidity was 42%, average temperature of 16.94°C and average photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) was 11.22 MJ m^{-2} (Fig. 1).

Two treatments were evaluated: first, plants coming from micropropagation (M) and second plants coming from conventional propagation (CP). M plants were obtained from rooted cuttings of micropropagated plants previously hardened in a propagation greenhouse. CP plants were obtained from rooted cuttings of plants in a production greenhouse. Micropropagation protocols, micropropagated plantlets-hardening protocols and shoot rooting protocols were described previously (Fernández, 2009).

Planting was performed in a 20 m² soil-bed divided into two plots (treatments), each of 10 m², with a plant density of 160,000 plants/ha. Irrigation was 2 L m^{-2} and fertilization was done according to soil analysis (Tab. 1), referring to N: 250 kg ha⁻¹; P₂O₅: 100 kg ha⁻¹; K₂O 120 kg ha⁻¹ (Arjona, 2006). This is the same procedure performed for tarragon cultivation in the greenhouses of the Faculty of Agronomy of the Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Bogota. Management of pests and diseases was timely done according to populations, levels and symptoms.

**FIGURE 1.** Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) and average daily temperature during the course of the field phase.
The phyllochron parameter, or thermal time between the appearance of two successive tarra- gon leaves (≥ 1 cm), was determined by calculating the accumulated degrees per day (ADD) using the following formula (Dellai et al., 2005):

\[
ADD = \frac{(Top - Tb) \times (Tm - Tb)}{(Top - Tm)}
\]

Where ADD are the accumulated degrees-day, Top and Tb are the optimal and base temperatures of tarragon respectively, and Tm is the mean daily field temperature. Tm was measured in 1 h intervals with a datalogger 3M® located at 25 cm above ground.

The Top and Tb were previously determined in the lab from a non-linear regression of the daily foliar emission rate at 10.5°C, 13.5°C, 18.8°C, 22.7°C and 35°C. For this a Lab-Line® growth chamber was used, and 28 in vitro rooted and homogenous plants sown in nine flasks per temperature. The maximal growth temperature (Tm) was also estimated from these values, but it was not included in the ADD formula since temperatures above this value were never registered in the field.

A multiplicative deterministic model that simulates daily growth rate and biomass distribution per organ was developed to analyze plant growth. To accomplish this, plant material was harvested each two weeks from the tenth day after transplanting (dat) until day 67, for a total of four evaluations. Leaf area was measured with a planimeter LI-COR 3000®. Leaf and stem biomass was determined after drying the material at 104°C for 24 h until a constant weight.

The components of the model were photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) in MJ, intercepted light fraction (FLINT) and radiation efficient use (RUE) in mg MJ⁻¹.

The PAR during the experiment was obtained from the daily sunshine hours transformed according to Angstrom (1924) and the FLINT was determined according to Spitters et al. (1989):

\[
FLINT = 1 - e^{-k \cdot LAI}
\]

Where K is the light extinction coefficient and LAI is the leaf area index, which was calculated as the coefficient of the linear regression of daily PAR against daily leaf area (Hunt, 1978). The estimation of RUE and K parameters, biomass distribution coefficient per organ, daily growth rate (g m⁻² d⁻¹), daily total dry matter, and its distribution per organ were done according to Salazar et al. (2008).

Estimation of RUE and K parameters, biomasses distribution coefficient per organ, daily growth rate (g m⁻² d⁻¹), daily total dry matter, and its distribution per organ were done according to Salazar et al. (2008).

The field comparison of the two evaluated treatments showed that the number of leaves produced by M and CP plants with respect to accumulated degrees (ADD) described quadratic curves with an estimated r² values of 0.9645 and 0.9993, respectively. According to this, the growth rate and biomass distribution per organ were calculated as:

\[
ADD = \left[ (T_{opt} - Tb) \times (T_{m} - Tb) \right] / (T_{opt} - T_{m})
\]

Where ADD are the accumulated degrees-year, Topt and Tb are the optimal and base temperatures of tarragon respectively, and Tm is the mean daily field temperature. Tm was measured in 1 h intervals with a datalogger 3M® located at 25 cm above ground.
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Growth model

During this investigation no asymptotic LAI or FL INT values were observed for any treatment (Fig. 4). Nonetheless, maximal LAI and FL INT values for M plants (6.3524 and 0.5811 respectively; Fig. 4), almost doubled the same values obtained for CP plants (3.9102 and 0.3261 respectively; Fig. 5). Moreover, the functional curve form for both treatments was similar.

Both K and RUE values presented higher values in M plants (Tab. 2). The leaf and stem dry mass distribution coefficients were similar and showed a higher proportion of assimilates in leaves than in stems.
FIGURE 4. Leaf area index (LAI) and intercepted light fraction (FLint) in tarragon under M and CP treatments.

FIGURE 5. Accumulation and distribution of total dry mass in leaves and stem of tarragon under M and CP treatments based on the parameters of the model.

TABLE 2. Estimated parameters for the model in tarragon for the treatments in vitro and field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUE (mg MJ(^{-1}))</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>24.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α(_l)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α(_s)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

K: coefficient of extinction; RUE: efficient use of radiation; α\(_l\): Leaf distribution coefficient, and α\(_s\) = Stem distribution coefficient.
Leaf and stem dry mass accumulation curves in M and CP plants displayed similar tendencies with root mean square error (RMSE) close to zero, which indicate a good adjustment of the simulated data for aerial parts (Fig. 5). The dry mass of the root was not taken into account because it is difficult the complete extraction of roots from the ground, and there could be a source of variation between treatments and even among plants.

The accumulated dry mass in the aerial part of the plants was similar until the 394 ADD (52 dat). However, the final dry mass in stems was higher in M plants (1.72 g) than in CP plants (0.99 g). Moreover, final dry mass in the leaves of M plants (1.82 g) was higher than in CP plants (1.14 g). The final dry weight for the aerial parts for M plants was of 3.54 g while for CP plants were 2.13 g.

All total dry mass and dry foliar mass values simulated by the model, as for foliar area, adjusted to exponential models, except for foliar area of CP plants that adjusted to a quadratic model. The \( r^2 \) in all cases was 0.99, which evidences good data adjustment. The growth indexes were derived from the adjusted simulated data.

**Growth analyses**

Plants’ LAR and SLA in both treatments displayed a tendency towards increment through thermal time. Thermal time values were lineal for M plants (Fig. 6). LAR and SLA values for CP plants had a minimal value at 118 ADD (15 dat) (LAR 68.90 cm\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\) and SLA 136.37 cm\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)) and a maximal at 357 ADD (47 dat) (235.87 cm\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)) for LAR and at 365 ADD (48 dat) for SLA (124.29 cm\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)). Despite that end values of LAR and SLA were higher in M plants its average values were lower compared to CP plants (Tab. 3).

RGR for plants under both treatments was constant throughout the data gathering time. M plants had a RGR of 0.0696 g g\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\) and CP plants had a RGR of 0.0487 g g\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\).

![FIGURE 6. Leaf area ratio (LAR) and specific leaf area (SLA) for tarragon under M and CP treatments.](image)

**TABLE 3.** Final values and average growth rates of tarragon plants from *in vitro* propagation (M) and field cuttings (PC) treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final value</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAR (cm(^2) g(^{-1}))</td>
<td>113.06</td>
<td>83.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA (cm(^2) g(^{-1}))</td>
<td>216.11</td>
<td>170.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAR (g cm(^{-2}) d(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.000616</td>
<td>0.000582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGR (g cm(^{-3}) d(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGR (g d(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.2346</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGR (g g(^{-1}) d(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.0696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is a constant value because in $y = e^{B(X-C)}$ exponential curve, the “B” value corresponds to RGR as constant value.

Plants’ NAR in both treatments had a descending tendency, more constant for M plants (Fig. 7). For CP plants, NAR incremented until 0.00071 g cm$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ when the plants accumulated 118 ADD (15 dat). In spite of this, M plants had a higher average and final NAR than CP plants (Tab. 2, Fig. 7).

The CGR tendency for plants under both treatments was similar until 231 ADD (30 dat), when its values were around 0.0003 g cm$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$. The average and maximal CGR registered for M plants were higher than for CP plants (Tab. 3, Fig. 7).

The AGR for plants under both treatments incremented in time and was similar for the plants until 248 ADD (31 dat) where its value was of 0.02 g d$^{-1}$ (Fig. 8). Afterwards,
the AGR in M plants incremented in a higher proportion than that of CP plants (Tab. 3, Fig. 8).

Discussion

This study developed the first guidelines for prediction, under different environments, of the response of tarragon plants in the field to propagation methods applied. This was achieved through the development of a tarragon potential growth model, without water or nutrient limitation, or dry mass reduction because of pests or sicknesses. Taking into account that metabolic and cell division and elongation processes are temperature-dependent (Yuan and Bland, 2004), data are presented based on degrees per day or physiological time because, in general terms, enhances the adjustment and gives better growth parameter estimates (Tei et al., 1996).

Phyllochron

Cardinal temperatures were determined based on the foliar emission rate using in vitro plants grown in a phytotron. To date, according to the literature, neither cardinal temperatures, nor the methodology developed for tarragon research have previously been reported. The obtained values for \( T_b \) (9.5491°C), \( T_{\text{max}} \) (50.7237°C) and \( T_{\text{op}} \) (30.1364°C) (Fig. 2), are consistent with the corresponding temperatures at the height above sea level where tarragon growth in the field is possible in Colombia, this is between 0 and 1,800 m a.s.l. (Bareño, 2006). The minimal and maximal temperatures for these regions are around 12.5 and 38°C respectively, and it is possible to record temperatures of 52°C at ground level (Humboldt and Bonpland, 1985).

The applied methodologies using a mathematical approach from data obtained in the field or from physiological simulations of data obtained with a phytotron (Pulido, 2008), with plants grown in soil, do not allow full control of additional variables such as plant homogeneity, nutrition, water availability, topographical conditions, pests, sicknesses, vapor pressure deficit and radiation. In contrast, in this report, the highly controlled conditions that offered the sowing pots and the phytotron, as the plant homogeneity, allowed a better control of these variables which constitutes an advantage of the method.

However in an effort to optimize the adopted methodology in this study, it would be important to develop protocols that include plants of a similar size as the ones normally used in the field. In this sense, Pietka (1998) states that the outlining of standard environmental conditions play an important role in the theoretical analysis of plant growth and in its practical application.

The phyllochron has been estimated as a constant value in several species (Bassu et al., 2008; Dellai et al., 2005; Ishag et al., 1998), in a similar way non-linear functions have been determined (Kovács, 2005). The tarragon phyllochron was described with quadratic curves in both treatments during the measured period (Fig. 3), which might be explained by the fact that the phyllochron depends on the genotype (Ishag et al., 1998), or because this characteristic was estimated during its establishment phase which involved initially a transplantation from the propagation greenhouse to its final place in the field (Bareño, 2006). This implies that root manipulation and root hair loss could have brought an initial water stress in both treatments even though water supply was optimal.

During water stress, abscisic acid levels increase, which might induce, among others, dormancy and/or an increase in the root/shoot rate (Nielsen and Orcutt, 1996). For tarragon, this could mean an increase in assimilate translocation to the root, especially given its tendency to rhizome formation. The initial low leaf number, which could have increased exponentially as the plants overcame the initial water stress, could have caused a variable phyllochron number. However, the magnitude of a possible water stress was not tested and it should be subject of further studies. In wheat, the phyllochron interval is also affected by water stress and temperature (Baker, 1986).

The M plants came from environments with a high relative humidity under in vitro and propagation greenhouse conditions, which may have affected the amount of leaf cuticle and made them more susceptible to a higher transpiration. Indeed, loss of turgency and leaf death was observed, accompanied by the growth of new leaves that support the initial growth and production of more leaf area, which required more time. Despite of the possible higher transpiration in M plants, the increase in the leaf emission rate starting from 248 ADD (Fig. 3) above CP plants, showed a better resilience and a higher meristematic activity in the shoot.

Growth model

The FLratulations are profoundly related with the leaf area index that was bigger for M plants, although no asymptotic values were calculated (Fig. 4). Tarragon is a plant of continuous growth in the tropics and extremely sensitive to the environmental conditions (Rutskikh et al., 1998). Tarragon is also a “ramet” type plant, with a strong tendency to axillary
shoot and rhizome development, which makes maximal FL_{INT} value susceptible to change depending on the field conditions. That is why the maximal FL_{INT} must be analysed in detail in further investigations.

The LAI and the FL_{INT} were higher for M plants, not only because of its higher leaf emission rate, but also because there were more branches per plant that, for M plants, were 21.6 branches against 13.6 for CP plants at the end of the measurements. The branches as a whole might be considered a reflection of a particular meristematic activity state (Prusinkiewicz, 1998). This suggests that the meristematic activity of M plants is much higher than in CP plants.

“Ramet” type plants such as tarragon have a reiterative programmed activation of apical and/or axillary meristems (Zang et al., 2002). This program was faster in M plants, which translated in an incremented LAI and a change in the plant architecture concerning light capturing and extinction through the canopy (Salazar, 2008). In consequence, there were differences in light distribution in the canopy between plants of both treatments (Ruiz and Bertero, 2008), and a higher extinction coefficient (K) for M plants (0.14) than for CP plants (0.10) (Tab. 2). However further research must be carried out to study plant architecture based in other parameters, such as leaf and branch angle in longer time frames and different sowing densities.

The RUE was relatively low in both treatments (Tab. 2) compared with broccoli (228 mg MJ^{-1}), cabbage (118 mg MJ^{-1}) (Carranza et al., 2008), cape gooseberry (460 mg MJ^{-1}) (Salazar et al., 2008) and Mitostachys mollis (6,220 mg MJ^{-1}), estimated by the same methodology (Suarez, 2009). This was due to the low sowing density (160,000 plants/ha), the small size of the plants and that there was no competition between them (Salazar, 2008). Furthermore, the RUE varies between crops and varies with cultural practices (Rosati and Dejong, 2003); its values could also vary depending on the radiation intensity and temperature (Olesen and Grevsen, 1997). Because of the total incident PAR is a function of location, year, planting date and crop phenology (Ruiz and Bertero, 2008) is important to validate the tarragon model in other locations and planting dates.

Meanwhile, M plants had higher K values (resource capture) and RUE (transformation of the resource) (Tab. 2), indicating greater efficiency in the conversion of photo-assimilates.

Growth analysis

Overall, both the LAR and SLA, CP plants showed two points of accumulation of reserves of assimilates in stem and possibly in root from transplant until 118 ADD (15 dat) and from the 357 ADD (47 dat) onwards, and also a clear trend of assimilate distribution to increase leaf area between these points. By contrast, M plants showed constant distribution of assimilate values towards increased leaf area (Fig. 6).

NAR indicates the photosynthetic efficiency of plants. The tendency of NAR in plants of both treatments is to decrease (Fig. 7), due, firstly, to the relative capacity of daily production respecting to existing leaf area is lower and secondly to self-shadowing. Despite this, NAR values were higher in M plants (Fig. 7).

NAR has a constant tendency in M plants and a variable tendency in CP plants. In the latter, NAR increases may be associated with the distribution of assimilates to storage organs such as root or stem, which in some species, is related to the increase of photosynthetic activity (Midmore et al., 2007).

Additionally, the inverse relationship between SLA and NAR (Figs. 6 and 7) suggests that there was a process of assimilates accumulation in leaves, variations in the level of light interception and reduction of the photosynthetic apparatus per unit area when the SLA was higher (Jaimez et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2007), which could be compensated by increases in leaf area (Richards, 2000). However CP plants had lower rates of leaf emission and leaf area than M plants; therefore its NAR and consequently its RUE were lower.

The translocation of resources ramet-plants like tarragon, is highly dependent on environmental conditions, developmental state (Wang et al., 2004; Li et al., 2008), i.e. mothers, daughters or granddaughters plants and is also genetically determined (Liu et al., 2007). However, these patterns of distribution are not yet completely clear. The slight NAR increase and the decrease in the values of the LAR and the SLA at the end of the period measured in CP plants indicates dry matter accumulation in leaves and stems and reflects a different physiological age, given their tendency to store assimilates contrary to the M plants whose tendency is to invest assimilates constantly in leaf area, which may be evidence of juvenility at a physiological level, although this requires further investigation.

An index that can reflect the juvenility of the plant material coming from in vitro propagation is the RGR, because it indicates the efficiency of the plants to produce biomass with respect to the existing (Hunt, 1978). Moreover, it is regarded as a crucial value in mechanistic models (Tei et al., 1996).
For plants under both treatments the RGR showed constant values. However, in M plants, the RGR was higher than in CP plants. The close relationship between the LAR, RGR and NAR, (Gary et al., 1998; Hunt, 1982), and the highest values of these ratios in M plants suggest greater vigor in terms of leaf area and biomass production, which is reflected on AGR (Fig. 8), which increases substantially from the 248 ADD (31 dat), and coincides with the point at which the leaf emission rate of M plants exceeds that of the CP plants (Fig. 3).

CGR (Fig. 7), which is the product of LAI and NAR (Hunt, 1982) reflects a similar behavior to AGR (Fig. 8). Nevertheless, the difference between the magnitudes of both treatments is evident from the 231 ADD (30 dat), which coincides with the point at which the negative slope of the NAR of both treatments has its greatest separation (Fig. 7), i.e. the point at which the reduction of photosynthetic efficiency of CP plants is greater than that of the M plants.

According to the literature review to date, there has not been reported the use of empirical or deterministic models to analyze the growth of plants in field previously propagated in vitro. This is the first report that uses a deterministic model to analyze the effect of in vitro propagation in growth and biomass distribution of tarragon.
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